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Divergence in the development of East Asian and Latin America NI Cs is catching the
attention of a growing number of political economists. This divergent developm ent has
sparked debates over theory between advocates of nco -liberal and nco-dcpcndcncy
approaches (Bicrstckcr; Stallings: 370) in accounting for the regional diverg ence: docs
the East Asian success confirm modernization theory (nco-libcralism) generally, or docs
each region require its own theory? (Sec Barrett and Whyte on Taiwan; Alschulcr: chap .
4 and Lanzarotti: chap. 5 on Korea; Evans, 1987). East Asian "miracles" have led to
equally bitter controversies over practice with regard to policy recommendations for third
world nations : is the East Asian model exportable and is this desirable ? (sec Amsden;
Fishlow; Broad and Cavanagh).
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In addressing these issues I propose to account for the divergence between the NICs of
these two regions through a comparative analysis of a member state from each region,
Argentina and the Republic of Kor ea. By accounting for, that is explaining and
predicting, the divergent development of these two nations, we will have a basis for
asserting which theoretical approach (nco-dcpcndcncy or nco-lib cralism) is more valid.
And once their divergent developmen t is explained, we will be able to identify th e
conditions responsible for th e success of the East Asian model and to say whether thes e
same conditions may be found elsewhere allowing for the successful export of that
model.

Though much of the research on divergent development focuses on "economic growth"
or "economic development", ifwc arc to express a preference for either the Ea..:;tAsian or
the Latin American model we will require a broader definition of de velopment . The
following labels suggest trade-off..:;between aspects of a broad er notion of deve lopment:
authoritarian growth, development with(out) equity, growth without development. Under
what circumstances, indeed applying which model, would growth, lib erty, and equality
be compatible? W c include these three a..:;pcctsof development in our definition so that
we may a..:;scssthe desirability of one model over another.
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The trail for this research ha..:;been blazed by Gcrcffi and Wyman in Manufacturing
Miracles and by Haggard in Pathways from the Periphery. These political economists
make inter-regional comparisons ofNICs from Latin America and Ea..:;tAsia. In order to
build on their research we need to understand first, how they hav e structured th e
discussion and second, what questions they have left unanswered . Th e research on
divergent development ha..:;been structured around five main topics:
1. the conditions underlying the choice of development strat egy at the end of the first
stage of import substitution (Stallings: 365; Haggard),
2. the conditions for the effect iveness of stat e intervention to formulat e and implem ent
development strategics (Jenkins),
3. the conditions of the world economy impin ging on the success of development
strategics (Stallings: chap. 1),
4. the responsibility of development strategics for successes and failures (Gcrcffi and
Wyman),
5. the conditions behind the compatibilities and incompatibiliti es between a..:;pcctsof
development: grow th, equality , and liberty (Alschulcr: chap. 5; Stallings: 3, 350).
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Previous research ha..:;been uneven in its treatment of these five topics. For example,
Haggard (chaps. 9, 10) ha..:;documented convincingly topic 1 and ha ..:;opened a fruitful
discussion of topic 5. Many authors in the vo lume edited by Gcrcffi and Wyman
empha..:;izc top ics 1, 2, and 4, though they treat topics 3 and 5 mor e briefly. My
im pression of these and other key studies of div ergent develop ment (Ranis and Orrock;

Anglade and Fortin; Jenkins) is that topic 1 is already researched adequately, that topic 2
offers serious alternative explanations which have not yet been tested, that topic 3 has not
been researched adequately, that topic 4 seems to be taken for granted without adequate
testing, and that topic 5 remains at the stage of compelling questions without answers.
The present study builds on the previous research and addresses the limitations noted in
the five topics by extending my work in comparative political economy on alternative
development strategics in Korea and Argentina (Alschulcr). More specificall y, my work
has a theoretical framework that already encompasses the influence of development
strategics (topic 4), of multinational corporations and dependency relations (topic 3), and
of capital accumulation on the three aspect..,of development: lib erty, growth, and equality
(topic 5). This framework has been refined and extended to include the impact of external
shocks from the world economy (topic 3) and the influence of state effectiveness (topic
2). Furthermore, I have formulated a new method suitable for the testing of theory-bas ed
predictions about divergent development. This method of qualitative causal path analysis
will allow us to overcome a further limitation of recent research, namely the insufficient
testing of the contending theoretical approaches each claiming to account for divergent
development.
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This paper begins with the theoretical formulations and ends with the results of the
empirical tests. The first section, "The Model", present..,a set of causal proposition s to
explain developmental change. After offering a revis ed "dependency sub-model", an
"interventionist sub-model" describes the policies belonging to each developm ent
strategy and links them to developmental change. Concluding this section is a set of
propositions on the influence of state effectiveness and external shocks on development.

In the second section, "The Methods", we introduce a method, called "qualitative causal
path analysis", for formulating testable predictions about development. We also make
explicit our research strategy.

In the third section, "The Cases", we summarize the main historical periods in the
political economy of Argentina and Korea since the 1960s. The summaries provide a
context for the specific policies, external shocks, and level..,of state effectiveness that
form the basis for our predictions of develo pmental change. The section ends with the
predictions , formulat ed according to our qualitative causal path technique and using the
table of policy values .
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In the fourth section we present the results of the empirical tests . In the concluding
section we discuss the role of development strategics, external shocks, and state
effectiveness in the explanation of divergent development. Also on the ba<;isof th e results
we comment on the debates over the theory and practice of develop ment.
I. THE MODEL

Our propositions on development are interrelated within a causal model , a revision of th e
one in Alschuler (1988). The model contains five groups of va riables, including
development. The broader concept of development ha<;three a<;pccts:growth (the
economic a<;pect),equality (the social a<;pect),and liberty (th e political a<;pect).In th e
pursuit of development there may be trade-of£<;between these a<;pccts,making it a
challenge to promote growth, equality, and liberty simultane ously. One aim of our
research is to reveal the conditions under which these a<;pcctsof dev elopment arc
compatible and incompatible. Three versions of the model are required to exp lain the
three different and scmi-autonomoLL<;a<;pcctsof development.
The five groups of variables in the model include development, multinational presence,
dependence, capital accumulation, and state intervention. The first four groups mak e up a
"dependency sub-model" while the la<;tis an "interventionist sub-model ". We be gin by
relationships in the "dependency sub-model".
defining the variables and their caLL<;al
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The Dependency Sub-Model
Development
The broad meanin g of development is founded on the idea of personal growth, itself
defined in terms of humanization, conscicntisation, and individuation. The broad
definition then includ es those societal conditions that promot e personal growth (Galtung
ct al.) : economic growth, equality in the distribution of wealth, and political liberty.
Economic growth a<;commonly und erstood is the incr ca<;ein the produ ction of wealt h in
society. Our indicator, in common use, is the rate of change in the gross domestic product
per capita.
The degree of equality in the distribution of wealth may be analysed along a numb er of
national dimensions: urban-rural, labor-capital, and along intra-cla<;s dimensions: largcsmall indrntri cs, large -small farms, skilled-unskill ed labor. We adopt only one
dimension, labor -capit al in manufact uring . Our indicator for the degr ee of equalit y in the
distribu tion of income between labor and capital is the ratio of the real wage index to the
product ivity index in manufac t uring. Many authors support the validi ty of this indi cator

in both Korea and Argentina (Wontack. Hong: 30; Hagen Koo; W.C. Smith: 30; Mallon
and Sourrouillc: 117; Peralta-Ramos: 61-62 ; Ha.:;anand Rao: 35, 199; Shafer: 127).
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Liberty is an essential clement of democracy, along with a state executiv e accountabl e to
an elected parliament and regular, fair elections (Rucschcmcycr and Evans). More
specifically, liberty includes both political right-; and civil liberti es. Expert ratings of both
a.:;pcctsover time for Korea and Argentina serve a-; our indicator (Gurr; Ga.:;til).
Multinational presence

This variable reflects the qualitative aspect of foreign direct investment rather than its
quantity. Qualitatively, multinational presence in industry take s the form of either
investment in manufacturing branch plants or in manufacturing export platforms. A
branch plant is a subsidiary which manufactures in the host country in order to sell in the
local market. An export platform is a subsidiary which employs unskilled, low -wage
labor to produce manufactured goods for export to core country mark ets . "High" signifies
a predominance of branch plants over export platforms. "Low" means the oppos ite
tendency.
Dependence

The coherence of this group of conditions stems from the following definition:
"Dependence is a situation in which an asymmetrical exchange between nations
reinforces the power of one (the dominant) nation and inhibit s the self-reliance of th e
other (dependent) nation (Alschulcr: 16). Each of the many kinds ofcxchang c may be
characterized by more or less dependence. Those kinds includ e trade, technology, capital,
food, and debt. Trade dependence, for instance, is high when, due to deteriora ting terms
of trade , the volume of raw mat erial exports must continually increase in order to import
a constant volume of manufactured goods . Debt dependence is high when, due to rising
interest rates and appreciation of the dollar, new international loans arc required in order
to continue debt service payments on past loans. Technological dependence is high when
the royalty payments on imported tcchonology reduce resources available for local
research and development, inhibi ting technological self -reli ance. Food depend ence is
high when the payment for food imports to meet minimum caloric standards derives from
the exports of agricultural cash crops, further shifting land use away from subsistence
crops. Capital dependence is high when new inflows of foreign investment arc needed to
compensa te for the outflows of profit repatriation and the asymm etrical transfer paym ents
between subsidiaries and the head office of multinational firms.
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Capital accumulation
Within this group arc those conditions which contribute directly to capital formation. One
sub-group is the reserves of foreign exchange or hard currency. These reserves permit the
import of technology, raw materials, intermediate and capital goods required for the
expansion of industry. A second sub-group contains two conditions of th e industrial
process: the degree of capital intensity and the degree of industrial concentration . The
factor mix of labor and capital influences directly the accumulation of capital. Mod ern
technology combines with skilled labor to enhance productivity and higher profit rates for
reinvestment. Generally, high capital intensity accompanies industrial concentration,
meaning the share of the market controlled by a small number of firms, the top ten, for
example. Concentration contributes to accumulation through economics of scale which
permit large rcinvcstablc profits. Smaller, labor-intensive firms also contribute to capital
accumulation through low wages to unskilled labor and low technology costs which
permit rcinvcstable profits. These two alternatives mark important contrasts between the
East Asian and the Latin American approaches to development.
Between these four groups of variables there arc eleven causal relations that constitute
the dependency sub-model 1n formulating this sub-model we specify th e sign and
direction of each causal relation. Dependency theory, as revis ed during the 1980s, is the
basis for the causal propositions linking multinational presence, dependence, capital
accumulation, and development (Cardoso; Evans: 1979; Alschulcr). Each causal
proposition corresponds to the dependency literature and has been supported by empirical
research. The propositions 6 through 10 apply to all three aspects of developm ent both in
East Asia and Latin America. Proposition 11 is modified depending on the aspect of
development and the region (sec "the methods" section on causal complexity and
conjunctural causation). This means that the conditions promoting grov,,rthmay not be
compatible with the conditions for equality or liberty. We should keep in mind that we
arc formulating a general model for East Asia and Latin America, even though we arc
applying the model to Kor ea and Argentina.
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LLVK 6. The more multinational presenc e takes the form of branch plant-;, the great er the
capital intensity and industrial concentration.
LLVK 7. The mor e multinational presence takes the form of branch plants, the greater the
dependence.
LLVK 8. The greater the dependence, the less t he foreign exchange reserves.

LLVK 9. The greater the dependence, the greater the capital intensity and industrial
concentration.
LLVK 10. The greater the foreign exchange reserves, the greater the economic growth, the
greater the equality, and the greater the liberty (all three aspects of develop ment) .
LLVK 11. (EQUALITY) The greater the capital intensity and industrial concentration, th e
less the equality (between capital and labor).
LLVK 11. (LIBERTY IN LATIN AMERICA) The greater the capital intensity and
industrial concentration, the less the libert y.
LLVK 11. (LIBERTY IN EAST ASIA) The greater the capital int ensity and industrial
concentration, the greater the liberty .
LLVK 11. (GROWTH IN LATIN AMERICA) The greater the capital intensit y and
industrial concentration, the greater the economic growth.
LLVK 11. (GROWTH IN EAST ASIA) The greater the capital intensity and industrial
concentration, the less the economic growth.
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What arc the implications of the five versions of causal link 11 taken together? What arc
the tradc-offi, between the three a<;pcctsof develop ment a<;incorporat ed into the mod el?
a. In Latin America, where capital int ensity sustains capital accumulation, growth tends
to be incompatible with liberty and equality. Sectoral conflicts in Argentina arc known to
revo lve around the trade-off between capital accumulation and income distribution. On
the one hand, repressi ve reg imes pursue growth at a social cost to labor or on the other
hand democratic regimes improv e labor conditions at the cost of slower growt h.
b. In Ea<;tA<;ia,where labor intensity sustains capital accumulation, growth tends to be
compatible with equality but incompa tible with liberty . Korea ha<;a reputation for
authoritarian growt h while maintainin g a high degree of incom e equality , jud ged by
international standards.
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The sub-model includes two different and possibly opposite influences of dependence on
growth. Links 8-l Oand 9-l l can be contradictory, one promoting and the other impeding
growth. In accordance with cla<;sicaldependency theory, capital and technological
dependence reduce foreign exchange reserves (due to profit repatriation and royalty
payments), reducing growth. Y ct, in accordance with the revised theory, these forms of
dependence also increa<;ecapital intensity (due to technology transfer and fresh
investment in manufacturing firms), increasing growth. While the sub-model includes
both relations, the predominance of one over the other depends on the quantity of
multinational investment.
Bornschier and Cha<;e-Dunn (83, 94) make the important distinction between the
accumulated stock and the annual flow of foreign direct investment. Their research
findings indicate that the stock has a long term negative impact on growth, while the flow
ha<;a short term positive impact on growth. They also suggest that the positive impact of
continuing inflows of FD I tends to ma<;k.the negative impact oflargc stock. The Brazilian
"miracle" illustrates this. When the inflows of FDI slowed after 1975, the negative impact
of the large foreign capital stock predominated, resulting in the reduced growth rat e and
the end of the "miracle". Our model incorporates this dependency dynamic in the
following way. As long a<;there arc continuing inflows of FD I, the positive impact will
predominate (path 9-1 l). When the inflows slow or halt, the negat ive impact will
predominate (path 8-10). Appendix 2 gives further dctaik
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The Interventionist Sub-Model
State Intervention
Each of the various development strategics pursued by the state is a pack.age of polici es.
The strategy of import substitution industrialization (ISI), for instance, is mad e up of a
policy pack.age which contra<;tswith that for the export substitution industrialization
(ESI) strategy. The state's choice of po licies changes over time, in resp onse to pa<;t
failures, to new challenges from the world-system ( e.g. external shocks), and to the
political orientation of a new regime. Seven policy dimensions have been selected to
represent state interven tion in accordance with the various development strategi cs. The
policy dimensions include the regulation of foreign direct investment, the promotion of
agriculture, subsidies to industry, the exchange rate, state enterprises, unionization of
labor, and wages. Each state policy is defined below and linked to a group of variables in
the dependency sub-model. Using the same set of policy dimensions for both Kor ea and
Argentina enables us to compare their changing strategics over tim e.
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Foreign investment and tariff policy. This policy dimension varies from (high) th e
promotion of branch plants of multinational corporations to (low) the promotion of export
platforms of MN Cs. The policy instruments arc two: the level oftarif£<; and the foreign
investment code. High protective tariffa and an investment code with incentives (e.g. tax
holidays, high limits for profit repatriation) for branch plants indicate "high " on this
policy dimension. Low tariffs and an investment code with incentives for export
platforms indicate "low" on this dimension.
POLICY l. The higher the tariff<;and incentives for branch plants, the more branch plants
predominate over export platforms among new subsidiaries.
Agriculture policy. This policy dimension varies from (high) support to (low) neglect of
agricultural production. The chief policy instruments arc farm credit subsidies, rural
infra<;trncturc investment, and the internal terms of trade between agricultur e and
industry. Making credit available, building infra<;tructurc, and supporting terms of trade
favorable to agriculture indicate "high" on this policy dimension. "Low" signals the
opposite policy conditions.
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POLICY 2. The more internal terms of trade favor agriculture, the less the depend ence.
Dependence here pertains to agricultural production that either fails to meet the
requirement<;of food self-sufficiency or limits the agricultural surplus available for
export.
Banking polic y. Loans may be subsidized through reduced int erest rates and made
available to selected categories of industrial firms. "High" indicates preferential credits to
larger, capital-intensive, industrial firms while "low" indicat es preferential credit
allocation to smaller, labor-intensive firms.
POLICY 3. The more the subsidiz ation of capital-intensive firms, the greater the capital
intensity and industrial concentration.
Exchang e rate policy. Through devaluation the state can bring about und ervaluation of
the national currency. The high ratio of the local currency to the dollar gives a "high"
exchange rate . Ovcrvaluation comes from a revaluation of the local currency, or "low "
ratio oflocal currency to the dollar .
POLICY 4. The more the undervaluation of the cxhangc rate, the greater the reserves of
foreign exchange.

Public investment policy. The creation and expansion of state firms may accompany state
investment in infra<;tructurc, signifying "high" promotion. When investment in
infra<;tructurc declines and state enterprises arc privatized, promotion is "low".
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POLICY 5-Growth. The less the expansion of state enterprises (more privatisation), the
greater the rate of economic growth
(sec Appendix 2 for several contingencies).
Wage policy. "High" signifies that the state sets high wages in the public sector and
allows private sector wages to rise a<;well. "Low" means that public and private sector
wages arc frozen or rolled back and that penalties may be imposed on firms that fail to
conform.
POLICY 5-Equality. The higher the wage setting, the greater the equality (sec Appendix
2 for several contingencies).
Labor policy. "High" refers to permissive and pro-labor union legislation . "Low" means
the opposite, anti-labor laws affecting union rights and conflict settlement proc edur es.
POLICY 5-Libcrty. The more pro-labor the union legislation, the greater the liberty .
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Effectiveness of State Intervention
The state's choice of policies, a<;indicated in the interventionist sub-model, influences
developmental performance. According to a number of researchers on divergent
development, the "effectiveness of state intervention" further influ ences policy impact<;
on development (Jenkins; Rucschcmcycr and Evans; Anglade and Fortin). State
effectiveness refers to the rationality of policy choice and the fullness of polic y
impl ementation. Effectiveness cncompa<;scs 1. flexibility: the ability to change polici es in
response to unsatisfactory impact<;, 2. selectivity: the use of policies that target specific
groups of firms, 3. coherence: consistent and coordinated policies, and 4. promotion:
polici es that give incentives rather than regulations to private enterprises (J cnkins: 199200).

Of the many conditions which contribute to state effectiveness (e.g. the type of regime,
the class alliance with the state, and state bureaucratic capacity) researchers generally
posit the relative autonomy of the state from dominant cla-;ses. "High" effectiveness then
derives from the high relative state autonomy from dominant classes, allowing the state to
govern in the long term interests of society a-; a whole. "Low" effectiveness stems from
low relative state autonomy, when the state is bound to act more a-; the instrument of the
dominant cla-;ses (Jenkins: 200, 202). These complex idea-; may be simplified in one
causal proposition: the greater the relative autonomy of the state from the dominant
cla-;ses, the greater the effectiveness of state intervention.
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The location of this proposition in the model is described in the Appendix 2. State
effectiveness influences the impact of policy five on growth and equality.

External Shocks
In two ways so far our model incorporates linkages between the national political
economy and the world-system: through the presence of multinational corporations and
the relations of dependence. The international conjuncture changed radicall y at thr ee
particular moment-; during the period under study. These moment-; arc the external
shocks of 1973, 1979, and 1982 (Ma-;ini). The influence of thes e shocks on th e
development of the NICs is mediated by the variables in the dependency sub-model and
provokes state responses in the interventionist sub-model (Ominami). Taking the polic y
context into consideration enables our model to reflect the different impacts of the
external shocks on development in Korea and Argentina.
1973: The first oil shock created an abundance ofliquidity through the recycling of
petrodollars for the LDCs. This, in addition to the low real inter est rate for international
borrowing, reduced debt dependence. The devaluation of the dollar, due to the
termination of the gold standard, stimulated an incrca-;c in the international prices for raw
material exports from LDCs, leading to an incrca-;c in their foreign exchange reserves.
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1979: The second oil shock and the rise in U.S. interest rates incrca-;cd debt dependence
in LDCs. The revaluation of the dollar contributed to a fall in the pric es for raw mat erial
exports from LDCs, leading to a decline in their foreign exchang e reserv es.

1982: The return of recession in DCs reduced their demand for LDC exports. The lack of
liquidity (new loans) for LDCs and the incrca-;c in the debt service combined to reduce
their foreign exchange reserves.
According to these descriptions, the external shocks influence the dependency sub -mod el
at two points of vulnerability: debt dependence and foreign exchange reserves. Since
propositions 8, 9, 10, and 11 link these two points with development, our model
incorporates the external shocks into our explanation. Our model contextualiz es the
impacts of external shocks by placing them in the conjunctur e of all the other causal
relations operating at the time of the shocks (sec Appendix 2).
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II. THE METHODS
The general methodological approach of this study, comparative historical analysis,
encompasses a number of specific methods: the "comparable-cases strategy" to guide the
selection of cases, "qualitative causal path analysis" to formulate testable predictions, and
"analytic induction" to guide the dialog between theory and data.

The Selection of Cases
The Comparable-Cases Strategy
At first glance it may not seem feasible to compare the developm ent of two countries,
Korea and Argentina, on the basis of five or more variabl es simultan eously. W c appear to
be facing the dilemma of "too few cases and too many variables", not ed by Lijphart (57).
By placing the many variables into only five groups we have alrea dy followed hi s advic e
in one resp ect. Lijphart also recommends increasing the number of cases by extending the
study longitudinally so as to study the same nation at more than one point in time
(Lijphart: 56, 61 ). We have done this by identifying as our "cases " the key time periods
within the history of Argentina and Korea. Any year in which policie s change or external
shocks occur marks the beginning of a key pc riod as temporal case. Our study spans
thirty years, from the early 1960s to the early 1990s, which we have divid ed into six key
periods for Korea and seven for Argentina .
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Lijp hart describes the logic of hypothesis test ing when the cases arc selected in order to
maximize their similarity on the control variables, as we have done. By comparing the

key periods of a nation the cases are maximally similar on such control variables as
colonial history, culture, geography, and geopolitics. The variation of control variables,
external to our theoretical model, is minimized while the variation in the independent
variables (the policy variables and external shocks) and dependent variables (the
development variables) is maximized. It then becomes possible to assess the covariation
of the independent and dependent variables, while non-relevant conditions are "held
constant". This is the logic of hypothesis testing within the "comparable-cases strategy",
also known as the "most similar systems" design (Lijphart: 59).

The Formulation of Testable Predictions
Causal Complexity
Comparative case studies or "case-oriented comparative methods " have several
advantages over "variable-oriented methods" (Ragin, 1987: 15-16). Our model and its
testing incorporate especially one of these advantages, "causal complexity". Explanations
of development generally include multiple causes which act in combination. The eleven
causal linkages in our model, plus the external shocks, combine in a comp lex way to
influence developmental performance. By following Ragin's distinction between
"multiple and conjunctural causation" we can observe how our model incorporates this
causal complexity. Conjunctural causation refers to the "intersection of a set of conditions
in time and space" that produces changes, "...not the separate or independ ent effects of
these conditions" (Ragin, 1987: 25). The eleven causal relations in our model describe
"the intersection of a set of conditions" (the high or low valu es of the policies and
external shocks) in time ( during a key period) and space (in a country). A furth er aspect
of conjunctural causation is the "context". A particular causal condition "may hav e
opposite effects depending on the context" (Ragin, 1987: 27, 48). In our model, causal
link 11 relates "capital intensity" to "growth" in two opposite ways, depending on the
context, East Asia or Latin America. In the Latin American context capital int ensity
promotes gro,vth, while in East Asia labor intensity promote s growth. Th e cont ext here is
the overall developm ent strategy founded on comparative advantage in abundant
unskilled or skilled labor.
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Multiple causation refers to the situation where several different combinations of
conditions produc e the same effect (Ragin, 1987: 25). In our model the same effect, an
increase in liberty, equality or growth may occur with different combinations of polici es.
Herc arc two different policy combinations both of which may promote economic
growth: low tariffs-n eglect of agriculture-high industrial subsidi es-currency
overv aluation and high tariffs-agricultural promotion-high industrial subsidies-currency
undervaluation . The formulation of our predictions for the key periods allow for mul tiple
causation in just this way.

Qualitative Causal Path Analysis
In order to test the causal model we formulate a series of predictions which arc then
compared to empirical observations. The observations arc the tendencies of change in
growth, equality, and liberty in each of the key periods, our cases. The predicted
tendencies for each key period derive from a method called "qualitative causal path
analysis" (QCPA). Our method is analogous to quantitative causal path analysis which
applies to interval level data. Since our model incorporates ordinal dichotomous data
(high versus low, present versus absent) on policies, external shock", and state
effectiveness, an alternative method is required. Much of the logic of QCPA is borrowed
from its quantitative analog: 1. the correlation between two variables can be decomposed
into the sum of simple and compound paths; 2. a compound path is the product of the
simple paths comprising it (A"hcr: 32-33). The application ofQCPA to formulate
predictions from our causal model is described in Appendix 1.
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The Dialogue between Theory and Data
Analytic Induction
Our research process is neither wholly inductive nor deductive, but lies somewhere
between a" an instance of analytic induction (Rucschcmeyer, 1991; Ragin, 1994). We
begin with a thoroughly reflected analytic framework of concepts and relationships taken
largel y from Alschuler (1988), Ominami (1986), and Gercffi and W yman (1990). In a
second step we formulate a number of predictions about developmental tendenci es (in
gro,vth, equality, and liberty) on the ba"is of the analytic framework. Next we adopt
indicators for the three a"pccts of development and make empirical observations of these
indicators in the key periods ( ca"es) of Argentina and Korea. In a fourth step of analytic
induction we compare predictions with observations in order to identify confirmed and
unconfirm ed ca"es. Our dialogue with the data enters a final stage when we treat the
unconfirmed ca"cs a" anomalies and make revisions in the model or in the techniqu es of
observation in order to reduce the number of anomalies.
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The Calculation of Empirical Tendencies
Comparative averages

The predicted tendencies in each key period are compared with the observed tendencies
in growth, equality, and liberty. The annual data on each a..:;pectof development arc
averaged for each key period. The average of each key period is compared with the
average of the preceding period, resulting in three possible empirical tendencies:
"incrca..:;e",if the previous period average is lower; "decrea..:;c",if the previous period
average is higher; "stability", if the previous period average is the same.
In order to complete the ta..:;kof formulating predictions we need to a..:;signempirical
values of "high" or "low" to each of the five policies, to effectiveness of state
intervention, and to the three external shocks. Each of the key periods has a distinct set of
initial values. Our study of the political economic history of Korea and Argentina
covering the la..:;tthree decades ha..:;enabled us to find these initial values. In the following
section we describe the historical context of each key period in which the initial values
are found. The section ends with a table of initial values for each country's key periods.
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ID. THE CASES
The Seven Argentine Cases
For the most part, the key periods in Argentine history correspond to successive political
regimes, beginning with the Frondizi regime in 1959. Whenev er succ essive regim es
followed essentially the same set of policies, these have been fused into a single key
c of
period in our analysis. The initial period (1959-62) marks the start of the second pha..:;
the strategy of import substitution (ISI-2), following the Pcronist period of ISI-1 and
military interlude. A..:;in the study of Korea, we begin at the historical moment when the
development strategics of the two countries diverge from their common ba..:;c,ISI-1. The
description of each period empha..:;izesthe cla..:;salliance with the state, the challenges,
and the development strat egy .

1959-1962: Frondizi (Government of the Intransigent Radical Civic Union Party)
The social cla..:;scoalition supporting Frondizi's civilian government consisted of the large
industrial bourgeoisie, the agrarian bourgeo isie, excluding mainl y organized labor and the
entrepreneurs of small and medium firms (Peralta-Ramos: 36). Th e development strategy
promoted larger, capital-intensive indus trial firms through tariff protection, credit
subsidies, and the encouragement of foreign direct investment. Currenc y de valuation
encouraged agricultural export s, contributing to foreign exchange reserves and to state
revenues through export taxes. Though an IlvIF stab ilization plan enabled Argentina to
mov e out of a recession, the social costs were high in terms of falling real wages,
bankruptcies of small er firms, and new forms of dependenc e on foreign capital
(Alschuler: 4 1-43).
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1963-1965: lllia (Government of the Radical Civic Union of the People Party)
The intended class allies of the Illia government were industrial labor and the smaller
industrial firms, to the exclusion of the agrarian and large industrial bourgeoisies. Facing
mounting external debt and recession, the strategy promoted agro-exports (to help pay the
debt) and raised wages (to enlarge the domestic market for industrial production). Taxes
on agro-exports were channelled through credit institutions to industrial firms (Alschuler:
44-45). Economic growth was restored and the foreign debt reduced, though at th e cost of
depending on unreliable agro-exports and ever more on foreign capital which dominated
the most dynamic and concentrated branches of industry. Heavy industry import ed large
volumes of intennediate goods but exported little, contributing to a foreign exchange
bottleneck (Alschuler : 45-46).
1966-1972: Ongania, Lanusse (military government called "The Argentine
Revolution")
The military coup d'etat, to preclude the political rea'lsert ion of the Peronist movement,
brought to power a coalition of the large industial bourgeoisie and foreign capital,
excluding the agrarian bourgeoisie, the smaller industrial bourgeoisie, and labor. This
type of regime ha'l been labelled "bureaucratic authoritarian" (O'Donn ell) and a "triple
alliance" between the state, multinationals, and local capital (Evans, 1979). The strategy
empha'lized heavy industrialization, to be led by public investment (Canitrot, 1978: 9).
High protective tariff..,a'l well a'l tax and financial subsidies combin ed to promote hi gher
efficiency and concentration among the heavy industries (Peralta-Ramos: 50). Wage
controls transferred income from labor to capital. The combination of price controL'lon
agricultural product'l and export taxes transferred income from rural to urban capitalists
(Canitrot, 1978: 9). Economic growth wa'l achieved at the cost of politi cal liberty and
income equality, leading to a legitimacy crisis and the military' s willingness to return to
civilian rule.
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1973-1975: Peron (the government of the Justicialista Party)
After eighteen years in exile Peron returned to govern a nation divided by class
antagonisms and his own Party divided into socialist and moderate wings. Peron forged a
coalition within the moderate wing which took the form of a social pact between the peak
a'lsociations of organized labor and entrep reneurs of the medium size firms, reminiscent

of the Peronist alliance of the 1950s (Peralta-Ramos: 63). Fac ed with slow economic
gro,vth, inflation, a fiscal deficit, and lagging real wages (Canitrot, 1978: 12-13), th e
strategy had to reconcile capital accumulation and income distribution. Wages andpriccs
were monitored and increa..,edby negotiation. A new export tax on agriculture and a
reduction in meat and wheat prices created unfavorable terms of trade for agricultur e and
a shift of income to industry (Peralta-Ramos: 63). Subsidies to the more capital-intensive
firms for imported inputs helped to offaet the rising cost of imports following th e oil
shock in 1973. After Peron's death in 1974, the succession oflsabel Peron to the
Presidency ushered in a period of "state terrorism" a..,economic conditions worsened and
a..,the two wings of the Peronist movement engaged in armed confrontation (PeraltaRamos: 64-65).
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1976-1982: Videla, Viola, Galtieri (government under alternating branches of the
military)
The military applied stabilization policies to provide temporary reli ef from hyp erinflation
and the huge public sector deficit. In th eir view only economic liberalism could remedy
the long term problems that started with Peronism in 1946 (Canitrot, 1980: 9 14-915). The
reversal of import substitution policies was thorough. Wages were lowered so as to
correspond to productivity levels. Export taxes on agriculture were eliminated. Tariffs
were lowered progressively, subjecting manufacturing firms to the discipline of foreign
competition (Peralta-Ramos: 77). Subsidi es were all but eliminated, save for a nucl eus of
strategic firms producing intermediate goods and with access to foreign credit.
Government expenditure was reduced and public enterprises were privatized (Canitrot,
1980: 917; Peralta-Ramos: 73-74).
The second oil shock of 1979 and the incr ease in interest rates on the debt forc ed the
military government to increase its foreign borrowing in order to meet the grow ing
demand for scarce foreign reserves (Canitrot, 1994: 79). In 1982 the private foreign debt
was nationali zed. The failure of devaluation to bring a trade surplu s for servicing the
foreign debt led to the suspension of debt service payments in 1982. Followin g the
Mexican debt crisis foreign credit was cut off.
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The period ended in "complete economic disorder": high inflation, high fiscal deficit, and
falling real wages (Canitrot, 1994: 76) . Unprecedented "state terrorism" wa..,aim ed
chiefly at the Peronists and their union leaders in the "dirty war" (Peralta-Ramos: 70).

After the disastrous military defeat in the Falklands War with Britain in 1982, the
government lost legitimacy both as guarantors of welfare and sovereignty.
1983-1988: Alfonsin (Government of the Radical Civic Union Party)

Facing the Radical Party, elected over the opposition of the Peronist Party, was the need
to restore legitimacy to the constititional system in the wake of the period of state
terrorism. The state also confronted the persistent problems of income distribution,
runaway inflation, and the foreign debt (Peralta-Ramos: 87). Following the failure of
policies like those of the 1960s, in 1985 Alfonsin engaged in economic liberalization,
called the Austral Plan, resembling that of the previous military government (PeraltaRamos: 95, 102). The Plan promoted both agricultural and industrial exports in order to
continue the service payments on the external debt. To make industry more efficient and
profitable, tariff protection was reduced along with a reduction in real wages (PeraltaRamos: 95). Public utility rates were raised so that state enterprises could cover their
costs and pay their foreign debt. Certain state enterprises were privatized in order to
increase their productive efficiency (Peralta-Ramos: 103).
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The priority given to debt servicing reduced the resources for industrial subsidies,
sharpening the struggle over income redistribution and slowing economic growth
(Peralta-Ramos: 109). The losers in this struggle were the wage earners and a new class
of "paupers" in the major cities (Smith: 30). The Peronist victory in the 1989 elections
was the popular response to these failed policies.
1989-1991: Menem (Government of the Peronist Party)

The Peronist government under Menem took office in the midst of economic chaos:
hyperinflation, food riots, a recession, and a fiscal deficit out of control (Peralta-Ramos:
142, 147; Smith: 28-29). The new cabinet wa-; dominated by non-Peronist-; from the
"liberal" right wing of the business community, the legendary opponents of Peronism
(Peralta-Ramos: 147). Menem's neo-liberal "productive revolution" moved away from the
traditional Peronist aims of income distribution within a protected domestic market. The
general objecti ves were to insert Argentina competitively into international markets and
to attract foreign capital (Ranis : 614, 618). The policies of "economic liberalism"
included an overvaluation of the currency, tariff reduction, wage increa-;es, and
privatization of state enterprises (Canitro t, 1994: 89-90). New regulations put foreign
capital on an equal footing with Argen tine private firms (Ranis: 615-16).
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A<;of 1992 the results were largely positive: a reduction in inflati on and the fiscal deficit
accompanied by an improvement in the balance of trade, economic growt h, and
employment (Canitrot, 1994: 89; Ranis: 616-61 7, 625). The absence of general st rikes
through mid-1991 may be understood as unioni zed labor's approva l of the new labor
policies.
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The Six Korean Cases
The identification of key periods for Korea is guided by the major polic y shifts and
external shocks which will influence the development tendencies, according to our
model. 1n many studies of Korea researchers customarily identify a-; key periods the five year development plan periods, beginning with 1961-1966 and ending with 1987-91. We
have not followed this procedure for the simple rea-;on that shifts in policies do not
necessarily coincide in time with the announcement of policy objectives in the five-year
plans. The ca-;e descriptions focus on challenges and policy shifts.

1961-1964: Park (military government called "guided capitalism")
The legitimacy of the dictatorship, brought about by Park's military coup in 1961, would
depend on the restoration of economic growth and self-reliance . During the early years of
"guided capitalism", a-; expressed in the first five-year plan, the goals were heavy
industrialization for the domestic market, increa-;ed primary exports, and agricultural selfsufficiency (Hart-Landsberg: 140). Already by 1964 a number of pressures forced a
reorientation of the development strategy from import substitution to export substitution.
Faced with declining U.S. foreign aid and foreign exchange reserves, the military
governm ent imposed an export -oriented manufacturing strategy a-; a promising
alternativ e, despite objections by the industrial elite (Hart-Landsb erg : 140-3) .
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1965-1972: Park (military government called "unbalanced growth")
Under the conditions of the Normalization Treaty with Japan, signed in 1965, Japanese
loan capital more than compensated the reduction of U.S. aid (Hart-Landsberg: 145). As
Japanese investors took advantage of low wage Korean labor, especially in the newly
established export-processing free trade zones after 1970, the U.S. mark.ct absorbed the
majority of these new exports (Hart-Landsberg: 150, 158).
Within the export substitution strategy the main policy instruments were an undervalued
exchange rate to promote the competitiveness of exports, tax exemptions for exporters,
tariff exemptions for imported inputs used in exports, subsidized interest rates for
exporters, the construction of export processing zones, and control over agricultural
prices (Hart-Landsberg: 170-71). Government control over grain prices and farm credit
had two consequences for export-led growth. Lower grain prices provided cheap wage
goods for urban labor, enabling entrepreneurs to keep labor costs down. Lower prices and
insufficient farm credit drove impoverished farmers to the cities in search of work. in
industry (Hart-Landsberg: 171-74 ).
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1973-1978: Park (military government called "the Yushin period")
The previous period of unbalanced growth generated pressures for a revised strategy.
Political pressures from the countryside derived from the growing income gap between
urban and rural populations. Economic pressur es derived from the balance of payment s
difficulties due to the heavy reliance on imported input<;for th e export industri es (HartLandsberg: 189-90). Competitive pressures in export markets derived from incr easing
protectionism, declining demand for Korea's light manufactured exports during the
recession in advanced countries, and the rising competition from lower- wage exporters.
In response to thes e pressures and conditions the development strategy shifted
dramatically . A shift toward the revitalization of agriculture took plac e through credit,
higher guaranteed grain prices, and rural- based industries for off-season employment in
the early 1970s.
In industry emphasis shifted to the creation of highly skilled labor for new capitalintcnsivc, heavy and chemical industries (HCI) . The HCI firms supplied the light
manufactur ing export firms with locally produc ed inputs, especially of chemicals, petrochemicals, iron and steel, and electronics, all in order to maintain Korea's competitive
advantage . Control of the banking system enabled the state to create "policy loans" for

targeted industries in the HCI sector, especially the chaebols (large Korean
conglomerates).
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Labor absorbtion reached a turning point in 1975, resulting in pressures for wage
increases. The state responded by the restriction of labor union rights and by police
repression (Hart-Landsberg : 183, 197-8). Wage pressures induced the new HCI firms to
become more capital-intensive and reliant on higher technology.
Multinationals and chaebols benefited from tariff protection, the former providing
investment capital and new technology without adding to the debt service.

1979-1981: Chun (military government)
The second oil shock and the renewed recession in advanced countries provoked a
recession and political turmoil in Korea {Hart-Landsberg: 192). The HCI drive of the
previous period promoted the chaebol firms through policy loans resulting in increa5ed
government foreign borrowing and in over-investment in under-utili zed industrial
capacity (Hart-Landsberg: 193). Reliance on multina tional5 to provide modern
technology also worsened technological depend ence and balance of payments problems
(Hart-Landsber g: 194). Korea's ma5sive construction projects in the Middle Ea5t had the
effect of pushing up manufacturing wages at home. As wage increa5es outpaced
productivity increa5es, light industry faced a squ eeze on profits (Hart-Landsberg: 195)
and a loss of competitiveness in export markets.
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Park's responses to these problems triggered a recession and ma5sive protests by labor,
farmers, students, and church organizations (Hart-Landsber g: 195, 212). Park declared
martial law and then planned a "major military offensive". To avoid a bloodbath, the head
of the KCIA a5sa5sinated Park in October 1979. To foreclose any democratic opening,
Major General Chun Doo Hwan took control in a military coup at yea r's end (HartLandsb erg: 213-214).
Consolidating state power und er martial law, Chun set the stage for new economic
policies by repressing the poli tical oppos ition, by taking over the ma5s media, and by
controlling the labor unions (Hart-Landsberg: 219). This repression forced wages down
while allowing productivity to rise, "a central part of Chun's strategy for restoring South

Korea's economic competitiveness as well a..,its attractiveness to multinational capital"
(Hart-Landsberg: 221).
1983-86: Chun (military government)
The catchword of this period wa..,"liberalization": market, import, and financial. Some of
the import restrictions that had been in place during the 1973-78 HCI drive to protect
infant industries were reduced. Complementing this wa..,a sel ective privatization of many
state firms, retaining those in strategic positions to influence the market and provid e
critical link..,between branches. More significant yet wa..,the liberalization of the
:financial system: privatization and deregulation of national bank..,(Hart-Landsberg: 233).
Chun's intentions were to "weaken chaebol power and to force them to become more
efficient producers", by forcing them to sell off their non-productiv e investments to meet
credit obligations and to reinvest according to state priorities (Hart-Landsberg: 234).
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Contrary to Chun's intentions, the chaebol took control of many financial instituti ons and
grew by merging and buying out other firms (Hart-Landsb erg: 234-5). Policy loans were
reduced in importance while small and medium export firms in light manufa cturing
regained access to credit on terms equal to the chaebol, that is ba..,cdon their record of
export performance.
1987-1991: Roh (civilian government)
The rapid growth of the economy in the previous period ha..,been attributed to th e "thre e
lows", low oil prices, low interest rates, and a low value of the won (Hart-Landsb erg:
237), plus low wages. As these "lows" began to fade, sustained growt h wa..,at risk. Th e
wave of strikes beginning in 1987 result ed in a rapid rise in wages, long held down by
Chun's repressive labor policies (Hart-Landsberg: 238). Chaebol gains from the previous
period's growth were being placed in speculative ventures such a..,real estate, rather th an
in improving Korea's international competitiveness (Hart-Land sberg: 238-239). The
newly elected Roh government in 1988 faced the challenge of maintainin g rapid growth.
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The stra tegy may be summarized a..,follows: "...the state still remains committed to an
economy driven by chaebol production for export . Its short-term strategy for renewed
growt h ha..,largely been directed toward forcing chaebol investment into productive core
business activities; lower ing the value of th e South Korean won; reducin g imp orts; and

driving down wages" (Hart-Landsberg: 252). Control over wages ha~ been exercised by
imposing penalties on firms failing to adhere to guidelines and by police repression of
strikers. Policy instruments included subsidized loans to chacbols and incentives for
multinationals to provide new high technologies (Hart-Landsberg: 253).
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IV. THE RESULTS
The seven Argentine ca-;cs and the six Korean ca-;cs are identifi ed in the following tables
by their span of years. Each case is located in the table according to its predicted
tendency and observed tendency. The predicted tendency deri ves from three sources: 1.
the model: the thirteen causal links between the variables in the causal model; 2. the
initial values of each ca-;c (key period): for the five policies, for state effectiveness, and
for the three external shocks; 3. the method: qualitative causal path analysis whose logic
combines the causes to generate predicted effects on development. The observed
tendency derives from data which have been averaged for each key period (ca-;e) and
compared with the average of the preceding period.
The tables should be read focusing on the principal diagonal which contains the
confirmed (correctly predicted) ca-;cs. The cells in the principal diagonal arc: incr ea-;cincrea-;e, stability-stability, decrca-;e-dccrcase. The off-diagonal cells contain the
anomalies, the incorrectly predicted ca-;cs.
There arc high rates of confirmation in the prediction of growth: five out of seven ca-;cs
for Argentina and six out of six ca-;es for Korea (Tables 1 and 2). The rates of
confirmation in the prediction of equality arc nearly a-; high: five out of seven ca-;cs for
Argentina and four out of six ca-;cs for Korea (Tables 3 and 4). However the rates of
confirmation in the prediction of liberty arc disappointingly low: three out of seven for
Argentina and only one out of six for Korea (Tables 5 and 6).
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TABLE 1:

GROWTHIN ARGENTINA
OBSERVED TEHDEHCY
IHCREASE
STABILITY
DECREASE

1963 -65
1989 -91

IHCREASE

PREDICTED
TEHDEHCY

STABILITY

DECREASE

TABLE 2:

1959 -62

1973

1983 -88

-75

1966 -72
1976 -82

GROWTHIN KOREA
OBSERVED TEHDEHCY
IHCREASE
STABILITY
DECREASE

IHCREASE

PREDICTED
TEHDEHCY

STABILITY

1965 -72
1982 -86
1987 -91

1961-64

1973 -78
------------------------------------

DECREASE

TABLE 3:

1979

-81

EQUALITY IN ARGENTINA
OBSERVED TEHDEHCY
IHCREASE
STABILITY
DECREASE

IHCREASE

PREDICTED
TEHDEHCY

STABILITY

DECREASE

1963 -65

1973 -75
1983-88
-----------------------------------1959-62
1966 -72
1976 -82
1989 -91

TABLE 4:

EQUALITY IN KOREA

OBSERVED TENDENCY
I NCREASE
STABILITY
DECREASE

I NCREASE

PREDI CTED
TENDENCY

1 965 - 72
1 987 - 9 1

1 96 1- 64
1 982 - 86

STABILIT Y

DECREASE

1 973 - 78
1 97 9 - 8 1

TABLE 5: LIBERTY IN ARGENTINA

OBSERVED TENDENCY
I NCREASE
STABILITY
DECREASE

PREDICTED
TENDENCY

I NCREASE

1 983 - 88

STABILITY

19 7 3 - 75

DECREASE

1963 - 65

1959 - 62
1989 - 9 1

1 966 - 72
1 976 - 82

TABLE 6: LIBERTY IN KOREA

OBSERVED TENDENCY
I NCREASE STABILITY
DECREASE

PREDICTED
TENDENCY

INCREASE

1961 - 64
1973 - 78

STABILITY

1979 - 8 1

DECREASE
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1 987 - 9 1

1965 - 72
1982 - 86

Anyone used to cross-tabulations is likely to a-;k whether our results arc statistically
significant. Our ca-,c-oricntcd analysis, however, is not a statistical technique. We arc
searching for patterns of invariance between causes ( combined to produce predicted
tendencies) and effects (observed tendencies) much in the tradition of J. S. Mill (Ragin,
1987: 39-40, 51-52). If our data were reliable and the indicators valid we would be
required either to account for the anomalies or to reject the model. Our data, however, arc
not completely reliable for the indicators of growth, equality, and liberty. Gurr's data
which we used for our indicator oflibcrty, for example, were collected and coded by one
researcher and not subjected to any test of reliability (Gurr: 105-6). Our decision to
average all years in a key period may not reflect the most appropriate time lags between
caLL-;cs
and effects, ca-;ting some doubt on the validity of the indicators. Our coding of the
five policies and state effectiveness (high and low) for each key period also is subject to
error.
The formulation of predicted tendencies on the ba.:;isof the QCPA technique embodies a
particular a-;sumption, namely that all five policies arc of equal importance. Perhaps some
policies deserve more weight than others. In a similar way, the external shocks were
weighted the same a-; a policy. Perhaps the weight of the shock-; should be great er and
should differ between Korea and Argentina.
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The caLL-;al
model and the thirteen cru-,al link.:;making up the sub-models were
formulated on the ba-;is of pa-;t research findings and some untested theoretical
link is incorrect, the predicted period
expectations. If any sign ( + or -) in a caLL-;al
tendency might be affected.
A-; may be apparent from our summaries of the seven Argentine and six Kor ean ca-;cs,
there arc some unique events and conditions affecting the ob served tendencies yet
escaping our model. In Argentina, for example, the Cordoba uprising in 1969 and the
death of Peron in 1974 had far-reaching impacts on development. In Kor ea the
a.:;sa-,sinationof Park in 1979 and the Kwangju ma-;sacrc in 1980 also influ cnccd
developmental tendencies .

In our dialogue between theory and data that is called "analytic induction" we have
already responded to the initial result-; (not reported here) by making some modifications
that reduced the numb er of anomalies. For policy l we introduced the distinction between
the influence of FD I stock and flow. Also, after trying several alternativ es, we includ ed
the influence of state effectiveness on policy 5 for growth and equality. These
modifications reduced the number of anomalies and so were incorporat ed into the mod el.
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Conclusion
It is fair to conclude on the ba<;isof the above results and qualification s that our model
accounts satisfactorily for growth and equality in the divergent development of Argentina
and Korea. The dynamics of liberty elude the predictive capacity of our mod el. In the
light of these results we now turn to the questions and controversies mentioned at the
outset.
With respect to the five points that structure recent research on divergent development
our contribution may now be summarized.
1. The choice of development strategy ha<;already been research ed adequately and our
study ha<;not addressed this question.
2. Among the many conditions which influence the cffccti vcncss of state interven tion is
state autonomy from the dominant cla<;s.Our results (rate of confirmation) were
improved by including state effectiveness in our model. This provides needed empirical
evidence for the relevance of effectiveness in the explanation of divergent deve lopment.
3. The inclusion of several conditions of the world-system in our mod el ha<;enhanced the
rate of confirmation. In addition to the three external shocks, our model includ es
dependency relations and the presence of multinational corporations.
4. The importance of development strategics in the explanation of divergen t development
is an inescapable conclusion drawn from our results. The policy changes from one key
period to another arc correlated with changes in growth and cquali ty.
5. Our model incorporates certain supposi tions about compatible and incompa tible
a<;pcctsof development. The results confirm these suppositi ons, though with reservat ions
concerning liberty. In Argentina growth tends to be incompatible with equality and
liberty . In Korea liberty tends to be incompatible with growth and equalit y. At lca<;tsome
of the rca<;onsmay be gleaned from the summaries of the key periods (sec "Th e Ca<;cs").
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Our results shed some light on the controversies over theory in the explanation of
divergent development. Our model includ es a depende ncy sub -model, representing man y
central propositions of neo-dependency approaches . The model also includ es an
interventionist sub -model, similarly represe ntin g man y central propositions of neo -lib eral
approaches. Since our mode l combines both approaches and since the model is confirm ed

equally in an East Asian NIC and a Latin American NIC, we conclude that th ere is no
need for a different theory for each region.
The controversies over the practice of development focus on the supposed superiority and
replicability of the East Asian model. Over the last three decades Korea has caught up to
Argentina's level of economic development. Korea's superiority in equality and liberty is
less certain. Both countries have adjusted their policies continually from one key period
to the next in response to changing domestic and international conditions. Over th e last
three decades the policies of these two countries have converged to a great extent (see th e
table of initial values in "The Ca-.es"). In consequence we question the existence of a
definitive Ea-.t Asian or Latin American model to be exported. We prefer to believe that
third world countries have much to learn from the experience of both these regions.
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APPENDIX 1: Qualitative Causal Path Analysis (QCP A)
This alternative method of causal path analysis uses dichotomou s qualitative data. Below
are the definitions of the terms and the steps in the calculation of predictions for our
causal model.
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Definition of Terms
(l) a path: a series of causal links (causal propositions) in the form of a chain (path)
which ends with the dependent variable. The simplest path consists of one link.
(2) an initial value: the value (high or low) of the first independent variable of th e path.
(3) the direction of the path: the sign (+ or -) of the path which indicates the effect on the
dependent variable ( at the end of the path) of a cause (independent variable) at the
beginning of the path.
(4) the tendency of the path: the direc tion of the path in combination with the initial value
produces a change (increase or decrease) in the dependent variable.
(5) the tendency of a policy: the tendency of the majo rity of th e paths emanating from a
policy is the tendency of a policy.

(6) the tendency of the period: the tendency of the majority of all policies ending in the
same dependent variable is the tendency of the period (for the dependent variable).
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Steps in the Calculation of Predictions for our Causal Model
(l) the identification of a path. One juxtaposes the numbers that designate the causal links
of the chain.
Example: policy l is linked to growth by three different paths, l-6-ll, l-7-8-10, and l-79-ll.
(2) the initial value. One assigns an empirical value, "high" or "low" to the variable at the
beginning of the path.
Example: policy l "foreign investment and tariff policy" may have a "low" value,
meaning that tariff..,are low and foreign investment is promoted in export platforms.
(3) the direction of the path. One multiplies the signs of the links that make up a path.
The multiplication rule is:
(+) multiplied by(-)=(-)
(+) nmltiplied by( +) = (+)
(-) multiplied by(-)=( +)
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Example: for policy 1 (for grow th in Latin America) the three paths have directions
follows:

1-6-11: (+)(+)(+) = (+)
1-7-8-10: (+)(+)(-)(+) = (-)
1-7-9-11 : ( +)(+)( +)( +) = (+)

a..,

(4) the tendency of the path. The direction of a path is expressed in several equivalent
ways.
For a positive path: the more the X, the more the Y; the less the X, the less the Y.
For a negative path: the more the X, the less the Y; the less the X, the more the Y.
In order to detem1ine the appropriate expression, one must refer to the initial value. If the
initial value is "high", the verbal formulation begins with "The more the X". If the initial
value is "low", the formulation begins with "The less the X". The remainder of the verbal
formulation depends on the direction of the path. The complete formulation indicates the
tendency of the dependent variable at the end of the path to increase or to decrease.
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Example: for policy I linked to grov,rth,the first path, l-6-ll, has a positive direction and
its initial value is "low". The formulation becomes: the lower the tariffs and the more the
promotion of export platforms, the less the growth. The tendency here is a decrease in
gro,,rth (see Figure l).
(5) the tendency of the policy. The tendency of a policy is the tendenc y of the majority of
all the paths linking a policy to the dependent variable.
Example: for policy l linked to gro\\rth, let us suppose that the initial value of all three
paths is "low". Then the tendency of the first path is "decrease". The tendency of the
second path is "increase" since this path has a negative direction. The tendency of the
third path is "decrease" since this path has a positive direction. Now the majorit y of these
three paths has a tendency to "decrease" so this is the tendency of policy l.
(6) the tendency of the period. The tendency of the period is the majority of the
tendencies of all the policies ending in the dependent variable during the period.
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Example: since we are examing five policy variables, each will have a tendency to
increase or decrease growth. If three of the five, four of the five, or all five have the
tendency to "increase", the majority tendency will be an "increase" in growth. When an
external shock is included, the period tendency will be the majority of the six. A tie of
three "increases" and three "decreases" results in a period tendency of "stabilit y". Thi s
prediction means that there is no change in growth from the previous key period.

APPENDIX 2: Special Considerations in Some Predictions
The Influence of the three External Shocks

During three key periods external shocks have influenced the development (growth,
equality, and liberty) of Argentina and Korea. These shocks have direct impacts on two
vulnerable conditions within the dependency sub-model: debt dependence and foreign
exchange reserves. If each of these variables can be considered as the beginning of a
causal path leading to development, then the initial value of each path will change in
accordance with the characteristics of each shock. The majority tendency of th e shock
paths, then, is included with the five policy tendencies in determining the majorit y
tendency for development in the key period. Applying the reasoning about the influence
of external shocks already presented in the section on the causal model , below is an
example of the calculation procedures.
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EXAMPLE. For the growth model of Korea in 1973, the external shock.had two impacts:
it lowered debt dependence and it raised foreign exchange reserves. There arc thr ee paths
involved altogether.
Two paths from debt dependence to growth:
Path 8-10: initial value= low, sign of path=(-)(+)=(-),

tendency of path= increase

Path 9-11: initial value= low, sign of path=( +)(+)=( +), tendency of path= decrca..,e
One path from foreign exchange reserves to growth:
Path 10: initial value= high, sign of path=( +), tendency of path= increa..,c
The 1973 shock tendency is the tendency of the majority of the three path tendencies, an
incrca ..,cin growth.
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Policy 1: Special Considerations on Foreign Direct Investment

In the discussion of "dependent associated development" in the "model" section, we
noted that there were two often opposing consequences of dependence. (l) The flow of
foreign direct investment (FDI) tend<;to increase growth in the short term. (2) The stock
of FD I tends to decrca<;egrowth in the long term. Our model includes tendency (l) a<;
path 1-6-10 and path 1-7-9-11 and tendency (2) a<;path 1-7-8-10. As noted in the model
section, the predominance of the tendency to incrca<;egrowth depends on the continuing
flow of FDI, which ma<;ksthe long term negative influence of accumulated foreign
capital stock. In view of these considerations, when the flow of FDI is "high", the
incrca<;ctendency (l) will prevail. When the flow ofFDI is "low", the dccrca<;ctendency
will prevail in the policy l tendency.

Policy 2: Special Considerations on Agriculture Policy
Agriculture policy influences the level of food dependence. The promotion of agriculture
will reduce the need for food imports and/or increa<;cthe quantity of agricultural exports
when food self-sufficiency ha<;been reached. The reduction of food dependence will
increa<;cthe reserves of foreign exchange because less food will be imported and/or mor e
agricultural product<;will be exported. This is the meaning oflink 8. Th ere is no such
evident causal relation between food dependence and capital intensity / industrial
concentration. For this rca<;on,link 9 will be omitted from polic y 2, leaving only one
policy path: 2-8-10.
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The Influence of State Effectiveness
The effectiveness of state intervention influences the formulation and implementation of
all five policies. In many ways, effectiveness already is reflected in the model. In any ke y
period, depending on changing requirements, the state may alter its policies (from high to
low, or the reverse), showing "flexibility". Policy 3 is "selective" in targetting particular
groups of firms with subsidi es. "Promotion" versus regulation figures in the use of
incenti ves instead of controls for foreign investment (policy 1) and agricultural
production (policy 2), for example. Th e "coherence" of a set of policies is reflected in the
majority tendency of the five policies within a key period. The prediction for each key
period depends on this maj ority tendency.

Policy 5-Growth
The level of state effect iveness acts a<;a contingency which mediates the relation of
public investmen t policy to growth. Link 50 in the model ha<;three possibilities: 1.
privatization unconditionally promotes growth; 2. expansion of state enterprises promotes
growth when effect iveness is high ; 3. expansion of state enterpris es inhibits growth when
effcctivcnss is low. Our rea<;oning is that unless public investm ent programs arc well

conceived and managed, they contribute little to inter-sectoral link.ages or to necessary
infrastructure.
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Policy 5-Equality
State effectiveness mediates the relation of wage policy to equality. Link SE in the model
ha.:;four possibilities: l. high wage setting promotes equality unconditionally; 2. low
wage setting reduces equality when effectiveness is high; 3. low wage setting reduces
equality when effectiveness is low and when inflation is high; 4. low wage setting
promotes equality when effectiveness is low and when inflation is low. Our rea.:;oningis
that organized labor naturally encourages high wage setting but opposes low wage
setting. The state will succeed in reducing wages when it is effecti ve. When the state's
effectiveness is low it will succeed in reducing wages only when it allows a high rate of
inflation to erode real wages. When the rate of inflation is low this wage- price scissors
will not operate, and an ineffective state will not be able to compr ess wages over the
opposition of organized labor.
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APPENDIX 3: A Prediction Form (an example)
Prediction Form for Growth in Latin America
country

ARGENTINA

key p er io d

ini t i a l
tendency
value

link

L

1- 6 -11
(+)

L

s i gns/path

(+)

(+) I (+)

p a th

tendenc

y

(a)

DECREASE

(a )

DECREASE

(b)

INCREASE

1 - 7 - 9 -11
(+ ) (+ ) (+ ) (+ ) I (+ )

L

s i gns

1 9 7 6 - 82

1 - 7 - 8 - 10
(+)

(+)

( -)

(+) I (-)

policy

H

FDI:

H=( a) , L=( b)

DECREASE

L

2 - 8 - 10

DECREASE

( - ) ( - ) (+) / (+)

DECREASE
L

3 -11

DECREASE

(+) (+) / (+)

DECREASE
L

4 -1 0
(+)

DECREASE

(+) / (+)

DECREASE
L

5
(- )

/

IN CREASE

(- )

INCREASE
E
E

=
=

H: H
L: H

EXTERNAL SHOCKS (1 973,
H

=
=

1 979,

I
D
1 982)

8 -1 0

DECREASE

( - ) (+) / ( - )

H

9 -11
(+)

L

IN CREASE

(+) / (+)

10

DECREASE

(+) / (+)

DECREASE

H

state

effectiveness

t h e number
the number

of
of

PREDICTION OF PERIOD TENDENCY:

"incr eases " --- 1
" de c reases " --- 5
DECREASE
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APPEND IX 4: So urce References for Policies, FDI, and State Effect iveness
ARGENTINA:
1959-62

l. Niosi: 89, 96
2. Niosi: 86; P-R: 29
3. Niosi: 91
4. Niosi: 86
50. Niosi: 90
SE. Niosi: 98, 99
SL. Niosi: l 00

E.
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1963-65

l. Niosi: 142, 145
2. Niosi: 140; P-R: 29
3. Niosi: 144
4. Niosi: 145
50.
SE. Niosi: 138, 143
SL. Niosi: 156
E. Niosi: 142 (=L), 155 (=H)
1966-72

l. Niosi: 162, 166
2. Niosi: 164 (=L), 167 (=H) ; Peralta-Ramos : 49-50 (=L until 1971)
3. Peralta-Ram os : 50, 58 ; Niosi: 166, 167
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4. Peralta-Ramos: 77; Niosi: 162, 168

SG. Canitrot ( 1978): 9; Niosi: 162
SE. Peralta-Ramos: 50, 51, 61; Niosi: 163, 165
SL. Peralta-Ramos: 50; Niosi: 185-87
E. Niosi: 188-89
1973-75
1. Peralta-Ramos: 7
2. Peralta-Ramos: 61, 63; Canitrot (1978): 18, 39
3. Peralta-Ramos: 68; Canitrot (1978): 18, 30
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4. Peralta-Ramos: 77

SG. Canitrot ( 1978): 19, 25
SE. Peralta-Ramos: 64; Canitrot (1978): 16, 33, 36
SL. Peralta-Ramos: 67 (labor control by union hierarchy)

E.
1976-82
1. Peralta-Ramos: 74; Canitrot (1978) : 917; Peralta-Ramos: 76-77 (=H for select large
firms)
2. Peralta-Ramos: 61, 73-4 (=L), 78-9 (=H); Canitrot (1980): 917, 923 (=L after 1978)
3. Peralta-Ramos: 73; Canitrot (1980): 917
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4. Peralta-Ramos: 75; Canitrot (1980): 924
5G. Canitrot (1994): 78 (=L)
5E. Peralta-Ramos: 72; Canitrot (1980): 917
5L. Peralta-Ramos: 72
E. Canitrot (1980): 924
1983-88
1. Peralta-Ramos: 88 (=H), 95, 104 (=L)
2. Peralta-Ramos: 88, 96, 100 (=H: 1985-87)
3. Peralta-Ramos: 88 (L=subsidics to small and medium firm s)
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4. Canitrot (1994): 84, 87; Peralta-Ramos: 110 (=H'?), 136 (=L)
5G. Peralta -Ramos : 103; Smith: 14, 23
5E. Peralta-Ramos: 98 (=L)
5L. Peralta-Ramos: 122
E. Peralta-Ramos: 109; Smith: 18, 33
1989-91
1. initially high tariff-;. After Oct. 199 1: Peralta-Ramos: 148, 152 (=L); Canitrot (1994):
89 (=L)
2. Peralta-Ramos: 139, 153
3. Peralta-Ramos: 149-52

4. Canitrot (1994): 87; Peralta-Ramos: 148; in 1991 (=L) Canitrot (1994): 88-89
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50. Peralta-Ramos: 148, 149; Canitrot (1994): 90-91; P. Ranis: 614
SE. Peralta-Ramos: 149, 151; Canitrot (1994): 90

SL.
E.
FDI
1959-70: Curhan, Davidson, and Suri: 34; Sourrouille: 21
1970-92: World Bank
1966-70: Sourrouille (mostly reinvested profits, little new inflow)
1963-65: Niosi: 146 (=L)
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1966-72: Niosi: 170 (=L)
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APPENDIX 5: Indicator Definitions and Data Sources
GROWTH

Definition of Indicator
Annual percentage change in gross domestic capita per capita.
Gross domestic product at constant prices in US dollars is divided by the total population
for the same year
The percentage change is calculated as the difference between consecutive years divided
by the prior year and the quotient multiplied by 100.
Sources of Data
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Argentina

for 1951-64: Statistical Abstract of Latin Americ~ 31, part 2, Table 3423, pp. 1136-37.
for 1965-92: World Bank, The Ea~t Asian Miracle, on CD Rom
Korea

for 1960-65: World Tables, 1976, Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976.
Economic Data Sheet 1, p. 140.
for 1965-92: World Bank , The Ea~t Asian Miracle , on CD Rom
EQUALITY
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Definition of indicator
The ratio of the index of the real wage per worker in manufacturing to the index of th e
value added per worker in manufacturing. In other words, the ratio of the average real
wage index to the productivity index in manufacturing. This ratio is multipli ed by 100.
The average real wage index in manufacturing is defined a.:;the average nominal wage
divided by the cost of living index. The productivity index is defin ed a.:;the value added
(sectoral product) in manufacturing (in constant prices) divid ed by the numb er of salaried
workers employed in manufacturing.

Sources of data
Argentina
for 1955-70: La Economia Argentina: Treinta anos en Cifra.:;, Cuadcrno 2, Buenos Aires:
CIDIE, 1971.
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for 1970-91: World Tables on CD ROM, New York: World Bank , 1994, variables 48, 49 .

Korea
for 1957-70: C harles R. Frank, Kwang Suk Kim, and Larry Westphal, Foreign Trad e
Regimes and Economic Development: South Korea, New York: Columbi a University
Press, 1975, Table 11-3, p. 222 .
for 1970-91: World Tables on CD ROM , New York: World Bank, 1994, variabl es 48, 49.

LIBERTY (Gastil and Gurr)
Definitions of two indicators
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l. Ga-,til: Our indicator is a combination of Gastil's mea-,ure of civil liberti es and political
rights. Because his mca-,ures vary from low liberty (7) to high liberty (l) we added his
mea-,ures and subtracted the sum from 15. This gives a maximum of 13 (high lib erty) and
a minimum of 1 (low liberty).
"The Survcy's understanding of freedom is broad an cncompa-,scs two sets of
characteristics grouped under political right-, and civil liberties. Political rights enable
people to participate freely in the political process ... Civil liberties are the freedoms to
develop views, institutions and personal authority apart from the state". Source: Joseph E.
Ryan, "The Comparative Survey ofFrcedom--1994-1995, Survey Methodology ",
Freedom in the World (1994-1995), Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1995, p.
5.

2. Gurr: Our indicator is a combination of Gurr's mea-,ure of democracy and autocracy.
Since the two arc coded independently, they may be combined. We subtract the mea-,ure
of autocracy from the mea-,ure of democracy. Since each varies from Oto 10 (maximum),
our indicator varies from lca-,t liberty (-10) to most liberty ( + 10).
"There arc three essential, interdependent clements of democrac y ... One is the presence
of institutions and procedures through which citizens can express effective preferences
about alternative policies and leaders, Second is the existence of institu tionalized
constraints on the exercise of power by the executive. Thi rd is the guarantee of civil
rights to all citizens ... We do not have coded data on civil lib erties. Instead our
operational indicator of democracy is derived from codings of th e competiti veness of
political participation, the openness of executive recruitment, and constraints on the chief
executive ... Autocracies sharply restrict or suppress competitive political participation.
Their chief executives are chosen in a regularized process of selection within the political
elite, and once in office they exercise power with few institutional constraints". Sourc e:
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Ted Robert Gurr, Keith Jaggers, and Will Moore, "The Transformation of the Western
State: The Growth of Democracy, Autocracy, and State Power Since 1800 11, Studies in
Comparative International Developmen t, Spring 1990, Vol. 25, no. l, pp.83-85 .
comment It is wort h noting that there is a high correlation betw een Gurr's and Ga-,til's
mea-,ures, evidence of the validity of both indicators. Using the very same indicators a-,
our study, Lane and Ersson state: "It seems justi fied to conclude that the Gurr and the
Gastil/Fr ccdom House indices measure the same phenomena because they arc reliable in
terms of differen t time periods a-, well a-, in different sets of countries ". Source: Jan-Erik
Lane and Svante Ersson , Comparative Politics: An Introduction and N ew Approach.
Cambr idge, UK: Polity Press, 1994, p. 101.

Sources of data for the indicator ba~ed on Ga~til's mea~ure:
Argentina and Korea: 1973-1991
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Freedom House,"Comparative Survey of Freedom", Freedom in the World: Political
Rights and Civil Liberties, various years, New York: Freedom House.
for the indicator ba~ed on Gurr's mea~ure:
Argentina and Korea: 1955-1986
Polity II data~et, Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research . Data a~
described in Gurr, Jaggers, and Moore (1990).
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APPENDIX 6: Data Set
GROWTH: change

in per

capita

gross

domestic

ARGENTINA
19 55
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
19 7 1
1972
19 73

4
1
3
4
-8
6
5
-3
-4
8
7
-1
1
2
6
3
1
1
2

19 55 - 58

19 59 - 62

KOREA
3

0

1963 - 65

4

1966 - 72

2

19 73 - 75

product

1

1955
1 956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1 96 1
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
19 7 1
1972
19 73

1957

- 60

3
0 1961 - 64
6
6
4
9 1965 - 7 2
13
5

1

4

8

11

13
6
8
1
13 19 7 3 - 7 8

9

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

4
-3
-3 1976-82
4
-4
5
-2
-7
-5
2 1983 -88
2
-7
6
0
-4
3 1989 -91
5
8
7

EQUALITY: ratio

of

real

-2

0

5

wage

index

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

to

10
5
8
8
10
5 1979 -81
-8
4
4 1982 -86
8
7
2

136
138
132
132
107
100
102
96
95
99
100
101
104
90
86
82
96
90
96
119
155
99
76
71
65
64
63
66
83
98
80
61

1955 -58

19 59-62

9 1987 -91
10
12
10
7
3

productivity

135

101

98

1966-72

93

1973-75

123

1983-88

10

index
KOREA

1963 -65

1976 -82

6

ll

ARGEHT IHA

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

0

72

74

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

118
121
126
102
105
106
103
95
100
97
107
110
116
117
97
101
97
91
91
99
108
118
125
92
81
82
82
82
83
82

1957 -60

117

1961 -64

102

1965 -72

106

1973-78

101

1979 -81

99

1982 -86

82

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

56
64
55 1989 -91
46
37

LIBERTY: political

46

and

liberties

82 1987 -91
87
94
87
86
81

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

civil

rights

ARGEHTIHA
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

1959 -62

1963 -65

1966-72

6 1973-75

9

ll

5

ll

ll
ll

12
12
12
12 1989 -91

ll

ll
ll

10

LIBERTY: de1nocracy

1ninus

autocracy

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
196 3
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
l 969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

0 1955 -58

1957 -60

1961 -64

1965 -72

4
5
4
5
4
5
5
6
4
4
4
5
6
6
7
10
10
10
10
10

1973 -78

5

1979 -81

5

1982 -86

5

1987 -91

9

(Gurr)

ARGEHTIHA
1955

(Gastil)
KOREA

1955 -58

9
9 1976 -82
4
3
4
4
4
4
9 1983 -88

87

KOREA
-l

1955

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

0
-l
-l
-l
-l
-l
-l
-l
-l
-l
-8
-8
-8
-8
-8
-8
-8
5
5
5
-8
-8
-8
-8
-8
-7
0
5
5
5
5

1959-62

-l

1963-65

-l

1966-72

-8

1973-75

5

1976-82

-7

1983 -88

5

1989 -91
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1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7

1957-60

-6

1961-64

-6

1965-72

-6

1973-78

-7

1979-81

-7

1982-86

-7

1987 -91

